
Fire alarm controller and fire linkage controller are integrated products, called the linked fire
alarm controller.

The main components of the linked fire alarm controller include motherboard, display board, bus
linkage control panel, multi-line linkage control panel, network interface component， power
supply, loop board and so on.

The power supply of the controller is not only provided to the controller itself and the demand of
the loop, but also can supply power for part of the linkage equipment.

For the case of large power load, you can add a power box on the controller, and you can also set
separate fire power supply on the site to supply power for the linkage control module and the
controlled device.

Loop board has the form of single loop and two loops, can be connected to one or two bus loop.

The bus loop is the alarm linkage bus circuit. Each loop supports a certain number of address
points and can equip a certain number of coding devices. Each device occupies an address point.

All kinds of detectors, manual alarm buttons, modules, and acousto-optic alarms with address
coding can be connected to the bus loop in parallel.

For the non-coded detector or switch contact signal without address code, it can be connected to
the bus loop by loading the address code through the input module or relay module.



For example, the maximum address point of each loop of the controller is 252. Theoretically, each
loop can equip up to 252 address coding devices, corresponding to 252 address points
respectively.

According to the specification requirements, in fact, the total number of devices connected by
each bus loop should not exceed 200 points, and the allowance should not be less than 10% of
the rated capacity.

Different manufacturers or different types of fire alarm controller can load different number of
loop board, each loop address point is also different.

Loop board is a modular component, by increasing or decreasing the number of loop board can
adjust the controller point.


